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Faculty Scholarship Reception

Sponsored by the Provost’s Office and the Libraries

February 24, 2017
4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Welcome
Janis Bandelin, Director of Libraries

Speed Talks
Four-minute presentations by faculty who will distill their research and put their work in context for the diverse community of scholars present.

Gil Allen, Faculty Emeritus, English
Tami Blumenfield, Assistant Professor, Asian Studies
Akan Malici, Associate Professor, Political Science
John Quinn, Assistant Professor, Biology
Erin Wamsley, Assistant Professor, Psychology
Mark Kilstofte, Professor, Music

Closing Remarks
George Shields, Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

Event Organizers
Kathy Hamlin, Kathie Sloan, Gayle Warth, and members of the Library Committee
Christy Allen
Assistant Director for Discovery Services, Library

Gil Allen
Professor Emeritus, English

Brannon Andersen
Professor & Chair, Earth and Environmental Sciences

Sarah Archino
Assistant Professor, Art

Maegan Azar
Associate Professor, Theater Arts

Azar, cont.

Linda Bartlett
Professor & Chair, Modern Languages and Literatures

Marianne Bessy
Associate Professor, Modern Languages and Literatures
Kerstin Blomquist
Assistant Professor, Psychology


Tami Blumenfield
Assistant Professor, Asian Studies


Bill Brantley
Professor, Physics


Gretchen Braun, cont.


Terri Bright
Associate Professor, Art


Nathan Brown
Assistant Professor, Modern Languages and Literatures


Jeremy Cass
Associate Professor, Modern Languages and Literatures


Erik Ching
Professor, History


Shaniece Criss
Assistant Professor, Health Sciences


Carolyn Day
Assistant Professor, History

Weston Dripps
Associate Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences


Adi Dubash
Assistant Professor, Biology

Gilles Einstein
Professor, Psychology


Timothy Fehler
Director, Undergrad Research and Interns

David Fink
Assistant Professor, Religion

Linnea Freeman
Assistant Professor, Biology

Ronald Friis
Professor, Modern Languages and Literatures

Friis, Ronald. “Cooking the Books: Making the Case for Writing Your Own Textbooks.” MiFLC Review 17 (Fall 2015): 37-42.

Brian Goess
Associate Professor, Chemistry

Erik Grell
Assistant Professor, Modern Languages and Literatures
Grell, Erik J. “Homoeerotic Travel, Classical Bildung, and Liberal Allegory in Adalbert Stifter’s Brigitta (1844–47).” In The German Quarterly 88.4 (Fall 2015), 508-530.

Jim Guth
Professor, Political Science


Angela Halfacre  
Special Advisor to the President for Community Engagement


Tim Hanks  
Professor & Chair, Chemistry


Lane Harris  
Associate Professor, History


Harris, Lane. “Luo Zhitian, Inheritance Within Rupture: Culture and Scholarship in Early Twentieth Century China (裂變中的傳承 —20世紀前期的中國文化與學科).” Translated by Lane J. Harris and Mei Chun. Leiden: Brill, 2015.


Scott Henderson, cont.


Henderson, Scott. “Museum Hours.” Furman Magazine 58, no. 2 (Fall 2015), pp. 36-41.

Thomas Hendrickson  
Assistant Professor, Classics


David Hollis  
Associate Professor, Biology


Asterisk (*) denotes Furman undergraduate students

Michelle Horhota  
Associate Professor, Psychology


Randy Hutchison  
Assistant Professor, Health Sciences


*indicates Furman Student


*indicates Furman Student

Scott Henderson  
Professor, Education


Henderson, Scott. “Many Hands: Work that Runs a College Campus.” photography exhibit, Hipp Hall Gallery, Furman University, Fall 2015.
Randy Hutchison, cont.


*indicates Furman Student

Brandon Inabinet
Associate Professor, Communication Studies


Thomas Joiner
Professor, Music


Hilary Kalisman
Assistant Professor, History


Sofia Kearns
Professor, Modern Languages and Literatures


Laura Kennedy
Assistant Professor, Music


Kennedy, Laura E. «Начнешь писать, а потом передумашь»: Шостакович и эскизы Восьмой симфонии [‘I begin writing, and then have second thoughts.’ Shostakovich and the sketches for the Eighth Symphony], trans. Levon Hakobian, Opera musicologica (St. Petersburg) 30, no. 4. (2016).


Laura Kennedy, cont.


Mark Kilstofte
Professor, Music


Stephanie Knouse
Associate Professor, Modern Languages and Literatures


Daniel Koppelman
Professor, Music


Koppelman, Daniel. Performed at the International Computer Music Conference in Utrecht, the Netherlands, in September, 2016.


Koppelman, Daniel. Recorded John Psathas’ Piano Quintet (arranged for piano and percussion by music department colleague Omar Carmenates) in May, 2016. The recording will be released as part of Carmenates’ ongoing Psathas Percussion Project.

Richard Letteri
Professor & Chair, Communication Studies


Greg Lewis
Professor, Biology

Kyle Longest
Associate Professor & Chair, Sociology


Angelica Lozano-Alonso
Associate Professor, Modern Languages and Literatures


Jeffrey Makala
Special Collections Librarian and University Archivist


Akan Malici
Associate Professor, Political Science


Lourdes Manyé
Professor, Modern Languages and Literatures


Joseph Merry
Associate Professor, Sociology


Joseph Merry, cont.


Laura Morris
Assistant Professor, English


Morris, Laura Leigh. “May Ours Be as Happy as Yours.” Notre Dame Review, Number 42, Summer/Fall 2016.


Suresh Muthukrishnan
Associate Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences


Brent Nelsen
Professor, Political Science


Steve O’Neill
Professor, History

Derek Parsons
Professor, Music


Willard Pate
Professor, English

Jared Pienkos
Assistant Professor, Chemistry


Joe Pollard
Professor, Biology


Beth Pontari
Associate Professor & Chair, Psychology

Courtney Quinn
Earth and Environmental Sciences, Adjunct


John Quinn
Assistant Professor, Biology


Douglas Rall
Professor, Mathematics

Douglas Rall, cont.


Jason Rawlings
Assistant Professor, Biology


*denotes Furman Undergraduate co-author
†these authors contributed equally


*denotes Furman Undergraduate co-author
†these authors contributed equally

Julian Reed
Professor, Health Sciences


Alison Roark
Assistant Professor, Biology


David Rutledge
Professor, Religion


Scott Salzman
Web Discovery Librarian


Patricia Sasser
Director, Maxwell Music Library


**Sasser, cont.**


**George Shields**

Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost


**Bobbi Siefert**

Assistant Professor, Education


**J. Aaron Simmons**

Associate Professor, Philosophy


**Meghan Slining**

Assistant Professor, Health Sciences


**Thomas Smythe**

Professor, Business and Accounting


**Michele Speitz**

Assistant Professor, English


**Katie Stover Kelly**

Assistant Professor, Education


**Jeanine Stratton**

Associate Professor, Business and Accounting


**Andrea Tartaro**

Assistant Professor, Computer Science


**Berhane Temelso**

Research Scientist, Chemistry

Temelso, cont.


Aristide Tessitore

Professor, Political Science


Paul Thomas

Professor, Education


Robert Underwood

Associate Professor, Business and Accounting


Paul Wagenknecht

Professor, Chemistry


Erin Wamsley

Assistant Professor, Psychology


Tim Wardle

Assistant Professor, Religion


Michael Winiski

Associate Director, Center for Teaching and Learning


Wade Worthen

Professor, Biology


Open Access Scholarship

Are you interested in publishing open access? The Furman University Libraries’ Open Access Fund can provide financial support for members of the Furman community seeking to publish open access. The Fund pays article processing charges (APCs) required by many open access publications. Read the guidelines and apply for funding here: http://libguides.furman.edu/oa-fund

*Adapted from Molly Keener’s Open Access Research Guide from Wake Forest University’s Z. Smith Reynolds Library.